LIQUICHLOR® 12.5% SOLUTION

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER!

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMAL

NOTE: This product degrades with age, use within one month of receipt. Use a chlorine test kit and increase dosage as necessary, to obtain required level of available Chlorine.

DANGERS: Corrosive, may cause severe skin and eye irritation or chemical burns to broken skin. Causes eye damage. Wear safety glasses or goggles and rubber gloves when handling this product. Wash after handling. Avoid breathing vapors. Vacate poorly ventilated areas as soon as possible. Do not return until strong odors have dissipated.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms. Do not discharge effluent containing this product into lakes, streams, ponds, estuaries, oceans or other waters unless in accordance with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and the permitting authority has been notified in writing prior to discharge. Do not discharge effluent containing this product to sewage systems without previously notifying the local sewage treatment plant authority. For guidance contact your State Water Board or Regional Office of the EPA.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT: Mix only with water according to label directions. Mixing this product with chemicals (e.g., ammonia, acids, detergents, etc.) or organic matter (e.g., urine, feces, etc.) will release chlorine gas which is irritating to eyes, lungs and mucous membranes.

FIRST AID

If inhaled:
• Move person to fresh air.
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

If on skin or clothing:
• Take off contaminated clothing.
• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

In eyes:
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If swallowed:
• Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
• Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
• Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or a doctor.
• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.
• Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:

Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

For additional information, see material safety data sheet.

Lot No.: 745197

For institutional and industrial use do not store in or about dwelling.

Directions for use:

Store this product in a cool dry area, away from direct sunlight and heat to avoid deterioration. In case of spill apply water with large quantities of water. Product in solution that cannot be used should be flushed down the drain after removing all equipment. Do not store Portland Cement or any concrete mix in the presence of Sodium Hypochlorite solution.

Physical or chemical hazard:

Strong Oxidizing Agent: Mix only with water according to label directions. Mixing this product with chemicals (e.g., ammonia, acids, detergents, etc.) or organic matter (e.g., urine, feces, etc.) will release chlorine gas which is irritating to eyes, lungs and mucous membranes.

CONTAINER ADVICE

Keep Container Closed

Handling:
Always wear protective clothing including goggles, rubber gloves and apron. Wear respiratory protection if local exhaust ventilation is inadequate. Vent container frequently, and more often in hot weather, to relieve pressure. Loosen closure cautiously when opening and replace closure after each withdrawal. Do not use pressure to empty since the container is not a pressure vessel. Wash thoroughly after handling. Empty Containers: The empty container retains product vapor and residue. Never add any chemicals to this empty container because violent and dangerous reactions may occur. Follow all label warnings even after the container is empty.

Emergency Response:

For emergency assistance involving chemicals call CHEMTREC day or night at (800) 424-8300. CHEMTREC International Tel: 703-527-3887

In case of fire: Use water spray, dry chemical or CO2. Do not use a direct water stream. Use water spray to cool nearby containers exposed to fire. Firefighters should wear self-contained breathing apparatus.

In case of spill: Wear protective equipment including rubber boots, rubber gloves, rubber apron, chemical goggles, and respiratory protection. Flush small spills into waste treatment system with lots of water. For large spills, contain, neutralize with dilute sodium bisulfite, flush neutralized material to waste treatment system with lots of water. Avoid contact with acids. Do not use combustible materials, such as saw dust to absorb spills. Comply with all governmental regulations on reporting releases.

Packaged in middletown, PA

EPA REG. NO. 550-189
EPA EST. NO. 00550-PN-004

Univar
17425 NE Union Hill Rd.
Redmond, WA 98052
425-889-3400

Univar is a trademark of Univar

STM-1797, HYPOCHLORITE SOLUTIONS, II, PG III (CONTAINS SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE)

CAS NUMBERS: SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE 7081-52-9